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Authority Control
a conversation
Sept. 20, 2012
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1.

What is authority control and why do we want it?

2.

Who performs authority control in Division?

3.

Explanation of some common MARC fields in
authority records

Definition
“Authority control works to standardize
the headings in a catalog and to
provide access to them from
alternate terms and related headings.”
http://wiki.lib.umn.edu/v2/DatabaseManagement/Glossary.html
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Reasons for authority control
• A single form
to collocate records so that user can find
all records related to resource
White, Elwyn Brooks., d. 1985.
White, E. B. 1899- (Elwyn Brooks)
White, E. B., editor.
White, E. B. (Elwyn Brooks), 1899-1985.
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Reasons for authority control
• A unique form
to distinguish records for one resource
from those for a different resource
Mars (Roman deity) vs.
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Mars (Planet)

Who verifies what?
Acquisitions

Cataloging

DBI

New
• Series
• Names

Series

Original
• All
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All
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Authority Record MARC Structure
0XX Control number, classification numbers, codes
1XX Authorized Heading
2XX/3XX Complex see and see also references
4XX “See” references
5XX “See also” references
6XX Treatment decisions, notes
7XX Linking entries
8XX Alternate graphics
9XX Local notes
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Creating/Editing a series authority
Decisions
1) How series is analyzed ?
2) How series is classified?
3) How series is traced?
4) Form of title?
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Treatment
Decisions are recorded in these MARC fields:
644 = analysis decision
645 = tracing decision
646 = classification decision
050 - 090 = call number if classing together
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Treatment: analysis (644 |a)
• Decide this first; decision affects classification

decision

• Three possibilities:
– Analyzed in full: a bibliographic record for each part

with a individual title (f)

– Analyzed in part: a bibliographic record for some but

not all parts (p)

– Not analyzed: bibliographic record for “parent”; no

bibliographic records for individual parts (n)
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Treatment: tracing (645 |a)
 Will there be a controlled access point for the series in

analytic records?
 Yes, there will be a tracing (t)*
 No, there will not (n)

*terminology is carry-over from cataloging cards
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Treatment: classification (646 |a)
Three possibilities:
 Classed with main series (m)
 Classed separately (s)
 Class number in each analytic record matches the

specific subject of that part
 Cutter number is based on main entry of that analytic
record
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Series, classed separately
Series: Historical dictionaries of cities of the world
Tokyo
by … Cybriwsky
no. 1

050 = DS 896.1 .C43 1997

Stockholm
by … Gould
no. 2
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050 = DL 976.3 .G68 1997

London
by … Panton
no. 11

050 = DA 677 .P33 2001

Treatment: classification (646 |a)
Third possibility:
 Classed as a collection (c)
 Class number is overall subject of the series
 Cutter number is the main entry for the series
 Series numbering may be added to make a unique

number for each individual part
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Series, classed as a collection
Series: Bulletin of the Illinois State Laboratory of Natural History
Plankton of the
Illinois River
[v. 8, no.1 in series]

Two new varieties
of earthworms
[v. 10, no.8]

050 = QH1 .I25 v.8 no.1
could have been classified with
Plankton at QH90.8

050 = QH1 .I25 v.10 no.8
could have been classified with
Earthworms at QL391

Some edible and
poisonous mushrooms
[v.11, no.7]
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050 = QH1 .I25 v.11 no.7
could have been classified with
Mushrooms at QK617

Treatment |5
|5 = organization code
Used to identify institution/location whose treatment
is recorded
645 |a n |5 DLC
645 |a t |5 YOUNG
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Treatment |d (applies to 644-646)
|d = duration of treatment decision; exceptions to
treatment decision
646 |a c |d v.1-v.4 |5 YOUNG
646 |a s |d v.5- |5 YOUNG

644 |a f |d vols. cat. before Feb. 2, 2010 |5 YOUNG
644 |a n |d vols. cat. after Feb. 1, 2010 |5 YOUNG

A volume cataloged today would not be analyzed
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Potentially helpful resources
 “Marc 21 Format for Authority Data”
 http://www.loc.gov/marc/authority/

 “Understanding MARC Authority Records: Machine-

Readable Cataloging”

 http://www.loc.gov/marc/uma/

 MARS blog
 http://ac.bslw.com/community/blog/

 Control Freak Blog (posts are infrequent)
 http://blog.lib.umn.edu/s-hear/control/
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